Icebreaker: What would your stripper name be?
Cristina as Goldy Orchardwoods - the kind of stripper you’d see in a church
Melissa as Fluffy Sunset

Chris presents Panama!
Latin America’s tallest building, Mariano Rivera, Mario Smalls

Baila Con OLAS reactions?
Food: It disappeared...
   Bring it out in rounds, by the hour
Esteban thanks for music!
Defend our attendees from harassment by randos
Location: keep it in McCormick? Move it to Community Lounge?
Introductions/more reaching out, putting a sign-up sheet out
Keep both styles of teaching dance (group and one-one)

Ropes Course:
Ife updates -
Transportation: cheapest option - $737?!
   look into other options ASAP
A couple of open spots, contact Ife

OLAS Cultural Show SCREENING:
Set up @ 7:30pm (meeting next week will be shortened)
Contacts with Spanish, LACS departments

Political Event: Updates and proposal
Interacting more with other Latin American RSOs
   Event early next fall: study break, break barriers
Large Event (spring)
   “Innovation in the Public Sector”
Drawing politicians from Latin America
Committees to organize event
Ravi, SGFC - funding for this event. Ida Noyes (Dinner Party)
Personal invitations

**Recruitment Study Break**, collaborative study break with other Latino RSO
Thursday of 2nd week, McCormick
BSA is with us
Class of 2016 - FB spamming.

**Publicity Chair**
Manuela as interim, holding official elections in the fall

**O- Week Event**
T-Shirts - design being sent to us.
RSO Fair - Cultural Show separate table, LATIN AMERICA WILD
Study-break type event

**OLAS Cultural Show 2013**
Theme ideas
   Featuring artists from Latin America
   Culture Fair
   Theme under a word, e.g. “Solidaridad”
Video clips as transitions between acts
   Emcees?
More traditional dances
Contact with people on and off campus (by the end of fall)
   Catcher in the Rhyme
   Latinos Progresando
   Other universities in the area
Draw list for next meeting
Forming Culture Show Committee
ANY IDEAS? email Darcy, Cristina, or Victor!

**Potluck - Tentatively June 1 (friday of reading period)**

Location
- Empty apartments - Melissa or Chris
- Ricky’s apartment

Sign-up list next week